To demonstrate how a novel computer joystick coding method can illuminate the study of interpersonal processes in psychotherapy sessions, we applied it to Shostrom’s (1966) well-known films in which a client, Gloria, had sessions with 3 prominent psychotherapists. The joystick method, which records interpersonal behavior as nearly continuous flows on the plane defined by the interpersonal dimensions of control and affiliation, provides an excellent sampling of variability in each person’s interpersonal behavior across the session. More important, it yields extensive information about the temporal dynamics that interrelate clients’ and therapists’ behaviors. Gloria’s 3 psychotherapy sessions were characterized using time-series statistical indices and graphical representations. Results demonstrated that patterns of within-person variability tended to be markedly asymmetric, with a predominant, set-point-like interpersonal style from which deviations mostly occurred in just 1 direction (e.g., occasional submissive departures from a modal dominant style). In addition, across each session, the therapist and client showed strongly cyclical variations in both control and affiliation, and these oscillations were entrained to different extents depending on the therapist. We interpreted different patterns of moment-to-moment complementarity of interpersonal behavior in terms of different therapeutic goals, such as fostering a positive alliance versus disconfirming the client’s interpersonal expectations. We also showed how this method can be used to provide a more detailed analysis of specific shorter segments from each of the sessions. Finally, we compared our approach to alternative techniques, such as act-to-act lagged relations and dynamic systems and pointed to a variety of possible research and training applications.
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The purpose of this article is to demonstrate how a novel method for the study of moment-to-moment interpersonal processes can be applied to psychotherapy sessions and to illustrate how this method could enhance understanding of psychotherapy process. To depict the value of this method, we apply it to Shostrom’s (1966) well-known films in which a client, Gloria, met with three prominent psychotherapists with differing theoretical orientations—Albert Ellis (rational–emotive), Frederick Perls (gestalt), and Carl Rogers (client-centered). These filmed therapy sessions are useful for our purpose because they are widely familiar (e.g., Reilly & Jacobus, 2008; Weinrach, 1990) and because we can contrast our novel approach with previous research applying a more conventional measurement approach to these sessions (Kiesler & Goldston, 1988).

Assessing Dynamic Aspects of the Therapeutic Relationship

It is virtually a truism that the interpersonal relationship in therapy has a profound impact on therapy outcomes (e.g., Goldfried, in press; Horvath, Del Re, Flückiger, & Symonds, 2011). The relationship provides the context in which interventions can be successfully implemented, and it may be particularly relevant when interpersonal difficulties are an important aspect of the client’s problems (Anchin & Pincus, 2010). Not only is a positive relationship associated with successful outcomes (Muran & Barber, 2010) but, in addition, strains in the relationship are associated with therapeutic failure (Castonguay, Goldfried, Wiser, Raue, & Hayes, 1996; Henry, Schacht, & Strupp, 1986, 1990). Hence, studying the dynamic aspects of the therapeutic relationship—how it develops, varies, and changes—is important for understanding effective therapy.

However, variation, pattern, and change in interpersonal behavior during an ongoing exchange are subtle and difficult to measure. One previously employed approach has been to segment the stream of behavior into discrete acts and then to examine how each kind of act by one person is related to each subsequent kind of act by the other person. This act-to-act approach has been used successfully to study interpersonal processes in therapy and relate them to therapy out-
comes (e.g., Dietzel & Abeles, 1975; Lichtenberg & Heck, 1986; Tracey, 1985; Wampold & Kim, 1989).

The presently proposed method addresses the dynamic aspects of the therapeutic relationship in a different way by capturing ongoing dynamics as a reasonably continuous flow, rather than as a sequence of discrete acts. To some extent, the new method simply imposes a different frame of reference, yielding its own unique insights. Another advantage is that compared with the act-to-act approach, the method described in the present study is more time effective and thus would be more useful in practical circumstances, such as psychotherapy training and supervision (see Pincus et al., in press).

A Theoretical Framework for Assessing Moment-to-Moment Interpersonal Behavior

To effectively measure interpersonal process, a well-validated theoretical and measurement framework is needed. Evidence across several domains of inquiry converges to suggest that two fundamental dimensions, control (dominance to submission) and affiliation (warmth to coldness), account for variability in relational functioning and behavior (Luyten & Blatt, 2013; Wiggins, 1991). These two dimensions can be operationalized using the interpersonal circumplex (IPC; Leary, 1957; Wiggins, 1996; Figure 1), which offers a measurement model for conceptualizing clinically salient features of personality, psychopathology, and social processes (Pincus, Lukowitsky, & Wright, 2010). An advantage of the IPC is that it reflects basic social processes and therefore can be meaningfully applied across theoretical orientations. Indeed, the interpersonal model in general and the IPC in particular have been fruitfully applied to a variety of therapies, including cognitive (Safran, 1984, 1990a, 1990b), cognitive behavioral (Hayes, 2004), interpersonal (Anchin & Pincus, 2010; Benjamin, 1996), gestalt (Benjamin, 1979), and psychodynamic (Gurtman, 1996; Horowitz, Rosenberg, & Bartholomew, 1993; Strupp & Binder, 1984). For instance, research applying the IPC to psychotherapy has found that patients respond to hostile therapists with self-blame (Henry et al., 1990) and that warmer patients improve more quickly than colder patients in psychodynamic but not in cognitive behavioral therapy (Puschner, Kraft, & Bauer, 2004).

The IPC also provides a framework for making testable predictions about dyadic behavior as it unfolds over time. Empirical and theoretical literature suggests that interactions are most harmonious (i.e., least anxiety provoking and most stable) when individuals in a dyad behave in a manner that is similar with respect to affiliation but opposite with respect to control—a pattern referred to as complementarity (Kiesler, 1996; Sadler & Woody, 2003; Sadler, Ethier, Gunn, Duong, & Woody, 2009; Tracey, 2004). Based on this principle, the behaviors of one individual are predicted to invite particular behaviors from the other individual in dyadic interactions (Kiesler, 1996; Leary, 1957). In brief, warmth invites warmth, whereas dominance invites submission.

The principle of complementarity has been used to develop elegant models explaining the persistence of maladaptive interpersonal behavior and the nature of psychotherapeutic interventions to change such behavior (e.g., Anchin & Pincus, 2010; Andrews, 1989; Carson, 1982; Kiesler, 1996). Work by Tracey (1993; Tracey, Sherry, & Albright, 1999) suggests that alliance-building complementarity early in psychotherapy, followed by change-promoting noncomplementarity once an alliance has been established, is associated with positive therapeutic outcomes across varied theoretical approaches. Thus, studying interpersonal complementarity may provide an important window into client–therapist relationship patterns that play an important role in treatment.

A Computer Joystick Method for Coding Momentary Interpersonal Behavior

Sadler and colleagues recently developed a novel joystick method for assessing momentary interpersonal processes in dyadic interactions (Lizdek, Sadler, Woody, Ethier, & Malet, 2012; Sadler et al., 2009). As an observer uses a computer joystick to make observational ratings of recorded interactions, data on interpersonal communications are captured twice per second and yield time series for each individual’s level of control and level of affiliation throughout an interaction. Data obtained using this method have revealed novel phenomena that occur in interactions, such as cyclical patterns of complementarity (Sadler et al., 2009). Additional research using the joystick method found that female peer dyads with greater complementarity on the warmth dimension liked one another more and performed lab tasks more accurately (Markey, Lowmaster, & Eichler, 2010) and that parallel processes occur between therapy and supervision (Tracey, Bludworth, & Glidden-Tracey, 2012). Each of these studies showed considerable variability in the degree of complementarity observed across dyads, indicating that the joystick method is sensitive to dyadic and individual differences that affect interpersonal processes.

The Present Study

Kiesler and Goldston (1988) applied the IPC and the principle of complementarity to Gloria’s sessions with Ellis, Perls, and Rogers by having raters complete the Checklist of Psychotherapy Transactions (CLOPT; Kiesler, Goldston, & Schmidt, 1991). This instrument is a 96-item checklist of interpersonal behaviors that the
rater completes, once for the therapist and again for the client, after having watched a therapy session. Kiesler and Goldston found that in terms of aggregate measures of behavior, Gloria displayed the highest degree of complementarity with Ellis, followed by Rogers, and the least with Perls. Although useful, this approach does not provide any information about the temporal dynamics that unfolded in each session; indeed, it is even insensitive to how long and how often any behavior occurred (each behavior is simply marked as present or absent during a session). Kiesler (1996, p. 91) drew attention to the importance of techniques that might reveal “patterned redundancies occurring over time,” rather than simply a static snapshot of the partners’ overall interpersonal styles.

Accordingly, in the present study, we use the computer joystick method to apply the IPC and the principle of complementarity to the Gloria sessions. There are two main novel implications of this approach.

1. The method provides an excellent sampling of within-person variability in interpersonal behavior for each person in the interaction. Thus, we asked the following research questions: What patterns of variability for each partner are evident in these psychotherapy sessions? How might these patterns of variability illuminate the nature of the interaction?

2. The method provides a great deal of information about how the streams of behavior by the therapist and client are interrelated. Hence, we asked the following research questions: Do the partners show shifts in their overall levels of control and affiliation, and are these shifts consistent with the principle of complementarity (e.g., linear slopes with diverging levels of control)? Do partners show cyclical or oscillating variations in control and affiliation, and to what extent are these oscillations synchronized and entrained? Finally, what might differing degrees of interpersonal entrainment tell us about the nature of the therapeutic relationship in these sessions?

### Method

#### Procedure

To examine momentary interpersonal behavior throughout Gloria’s sessions, raters recorded their impressions of the continuous stream of interpersonal behavior by watching a session, focusing their attention on either Gloria or the therapist, and using a computer joystick apparatus to indicate the target person’s momentary standing on the IPC. Subsequently, raters watched the session again and made similar ratings of the other person in the session. The order of these assessments was arranged such that Gloria was never consecutively rated from two different sessions, nor was the same session ever consecutively rated. The joystick was scaled from −1,000 (submissiveness; coldness) to 1,000 (dominance; warmth), and the computer recorded the rater’s joystick placement along both axes twice per second.

Seven undergraduate students underwent careful individual training on the joystick method prior to rating Gloria’s sessions. We used the training protocol outlined by Sadler et al. (2009) to introduce raters to the joystick method. Raters were instructed to make behaviorally anchored ratings by moving the joystick in accord with any of the target person’s statements, nonverbal behaviors, fluctuations in tone, and so forth, that constituted an increase or decrease in control or affiliation. Thus, raters moved the joystick in a reasonably continuous way to represent their perceptions of changes in interpersonal behavior. Raters were informed that the joystick position should also represent any times in which the absence of a behavior signified or sustained a meaningful interpersonal action (e.g., if an individual remained silent after being asked a question). When no discernible changes in interpersonal behavior were displayed, raters maintained their joystick position until the person made a meaningful interpersonal gesture. However, slight gestures, such as eye contact, engagement, tone, and so forth, were coded, and thus the joystick was frequently in motion, capturing these behavioral variations. Raters were not told about the concept of complementarity.

As part of their training, raters used the joystick to code the interpersonal behavior in another set of therapy dyads, Shostrom’s (1976) Three Approaches to Psychotherapy, with a client named Kathy. This resulted in six trial assessments of a format identical to the Gloria films. Prior to coding Gloria’s sessions, each rater was required to demonstrate good consistency of his or her ratings with those of previously trained raters (authors Thomas and Hopwood). All raters consistently demonstrated cross-correlations above .50 with trained raters on the control and affiliation dimensions for both individuals in each of the training videos. Sadler et al. (2009) showed that this level of cross-correlation is sufficient to obtain very good reliability of the moment-to-moment ratings, once they are aggregated across the raters.

Once trained, raters coded all three therapists and Gloria with each therapist (i.e., six total coding sessions). At this juncture, further checks were performed on the quality of each rater’s data. Specifically, 2 weeks after initially coding Gloria’s sessions, each rater watched and recoded two individuals (always Gloria from one session and a therapist from a different session). Cross-correlations between initial and follow-up joystick ratings were computed for both axes to assess self-consistency for each rater. Because of relatively low self-consistency (cross-correlations < .50), one rater’s data were discarded from further consideration. In addition, the consistency of each rater’s data with the group average omitting that rater’s data were assessed. All six remaining raters achieved cross-correlations ≥ .50 (M = .55) with the group average across at least 10 of the 12 variable sets (i.e., control and affiliation for each therapist and Gloria with each therapist).

#### Final Joystick Data

The first 10 data points for each interactant were deleted to allow raters 5 s to orient themselves to the interaction (as in Sadler et al., 2009). Joystick data were then averaged across raters at each time point to obtain the final time series data for each interactant across both IPC dimensions. All subsequent analyses were conducted using these data (aggregated across the six raters). These half-second ratings for affiliation and control across the three dyads yielded 12 total bivariate time series. Data collected for each dyad differed based on the amount of time each therapist spent with Gloria. We collected 2,185 data points for Ellis’s session with Gloria (18 min, 12 s); 2,822 data points for Perls’s session (23 min, 31 s); and 3,811 data points for Rogers’s session (31 min, 45 s).

The reliability of the aggregated time series was assessed using an approach that compares the true score (i.e., shared) variance to the total variance for each time series, as described in Sadler et al. (2009). Specifically, the true score variance was estimated as the...
mean of the cross covariances of the individual raters’ time series, and the total variance was estimated as the variance of the aggregated time series. This approach yielded reliabilities of .80 for control and .66 for affiliation, comparable to values obtained in other published work using the joystick method (Markey et al., 2010; Sadler et al., 2009).

In addition to using these data to characterize interpersonal processes over time, we were interested in the global ratings obtained by calculating the mean of each time series (control or affiliation) for each rater and each interactant (i.e., Gloria with Ellis, Ellis, etc.). Past research has demonstrated that these global ratings have strong reliability (Markey et al., 2010; Sadler et al., 2009). The present data are limited for assessing such reliability because of the small number of cases (six targets); however, it is reassuring that Cronbach’s alpha, calculated by treating raters as items, yielded values of .80 (affiliation) and .95 (control).

Calculation of Indices

In addition to the global levels of control and affiliation, calculated as the means across each person’s entire aggregated time series, we derived a variety of other indices, the calculations of which are outlined below.

Indices of within-person variability. For each person in a session, we calculated the standard deviation across the entire time series for control and for affiliation. We also computed the correlation between each person’s control and his or her affiliation across the entire time series. These indices provide quantitative information regarding the nature of a person’s variation in interpersonal behavior across a session.

Density plots. As another way to characterize each person’s pattern of interpersonal variability across a session, we used the procedure smoothScatter (R Development Core Team, 2011) in the statistical software package R to derive a bivariate density plot on the interpersonal plane defined by the affiliation and control axes. The procedure parameters used were the following: nbin = 500, bandwidth = 70, transformation = function(x) x^2/0.8. The densest parts of the distribution are colored black, and the less dense parts successively lighter shades of gray. A major advantage of this approach is that it preserves the actual shape of the density distribution, which is particularly important if the distribution is not bivariate normal.

Linear trends in levels. For each person in a session, we used ordinary least squares regression to predict the individual’s moment-to-moment interpersonal scores (control or affiliation) using time as the predictor variable. Each regression yielded an intercept, indexing the estimated value at the beginning of the session, and a slope, indexing the rate of linear change over the course of the session. We also calculated the R^2, which indicates the proportion of variance explained by the linear trend. The residuals from these regression analyses also provided the data used for spectral and cross-spectral analyses (in which linear trends could otherwise serve as a confound; Warner, 1998).

Indices of oscillation and entrainment. To derive indices of cyclical processes and entrainment, we conducted spectral and cross-spectral analyses on the detrended data for each session following the procedures detailed in Sadler et al. (2009). The results of these analyses were summarized using three different types of index: rhythmicity, average weighted coherence, and average weighted phase. Rhythmicity was computed as the proportion of variance in a time series that is accounted for by frequencies with periods longer than 30 s (the rationale being that, at least in social interactions, frequencies higher than this are likely to represent noise). This range of frequencies was also used in the calculation of the coherence and phase statistics. Rhythmicity values indicate the extent to which variations in control or affiliation are explained by cyclical patterns.

The average weighted coherence was computed by weighting the coherence value at each frequency band in the cross-spectral analysis by the amounts of variance at the same frequency band in the univariate spectral analyses (Sadler et al., 2009; Warner, 1998). The resulting value is a nondirectional index of the proportion of variance in one time series that can be predicted by the other time series, thereby indicating the attunement of cycles across members of a dyad. Coherence ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating greater entrainment. The average weighted phase was computed by weighting the phase values at each frequency band in the cross-spectral analysis in the same way as described for the coherence. Phase values indicate proportions of a full cycle and range from −.5, through 0, to .5. (Because phase is a circular statistic, the values of −.5 and .5 are logically indistinguishable, both falling half a cycle away from zero.) A phase value of zero indicates that the partners’ behaviors are exactly in phase, with peaks and troughs coinciding exactly. A phase value of .5 or −.5 indicates that the partners’ behaviors are completely out of phase, with peaks for one person coinciding with troughs for the other. Intermediate values can be interpreted as one individual’s variation leading the other person’s variation, as described later in the Results section.

As a final index of entrainment that is not a component of the spectral and cross-spectral analyses, we calculated the cross-correlation of the time series for the two interacting partners for control and for affiliation. This intuitively accessible, directional value indicates how strongly correlated the two partners’ behaviors were throughout the interaction.

Results

Global Levels of Control and Affiliation

The overall means of control and affiliation for Gloria and the corresponding therapist are presented in Table 1. From these means, it is clear that not only did the three therapists have very different interpersonal styles but also that Gloria’s interpersonal style was strongly affected by the therapist with whom she was interacting. The configuration of means is readily appreciated in Figure 2, where a white plus sign denotes each overall interpersonal style (the centroid, which is the intersection of the person’s control mean and affiliation mean). Among the therapists, Ellis and Perls had dominant styles, whereas Rogers had a submissive style; Rogers had the warmest style and Perls the coldest. Gloria’s overall interpersonal styles show striking complementarity with Ellis and with Rogers. To Ellis’s warm–dominant style, she tended to respond with a warm–submissive style, whereas to Rogers’s warm–submissive style, she responded with a warm–dominant style. In contrast, Gloria’s response to Perls’s cold–dominant style shows the deviation from classical complementarity noted by Orford (1986) and others; overall, she responded with a similarly
cold–dominant style. These findings for overall style are quite similar to the findings of Kiesler and Goldston (1988), even though our method differs considerably from theirs.

**Within-Person Variability**

Indices of variability of interpersonal behavior for each person are also provided in Table 1. The standard deviations, which index how much each person varied on each interpersonal dimension, show some very large differences in the amounts of variability. For example, Ellis showed almost three times as much variability in control as Rogers, and Perls showed almost three times as much variability in affiliation as Rogers. The amount of variability in Gloria’s interpersonal behavior was generally quite large; for example, her control behavior in the interaction with Ellis yielded the largest standard deviation in this data set.

Another potentially useful index of the nature of within-person variability is the correlation of control and affiliation (Table 1). The most striking finding is the strong negative correlation between Gloria’s levels of control and affiliation in her interaction with Ellis. This finding indicates that as she became more dominant with Perls, she also strongly tended to become colder. In contrast, her tendency to be affiliative at times when she was dominant was minimally, but positively, correlated in her sessions with Ellis and Rogers.

These standard deviations and correlations provide valuable quantitative indices of variability; however, they may be somewhat limited in how fully they convey underlying patterns of variability. This is because the actual patterns of variability do not necessarily follow the assumptions of a bivariate normal distribution (e.g., symmetry of the data points around the intersection of the means). Figure 2 shows the density distributions in a manner that preserves their actual shapes. For each person’s interpersonal behavior, the darkest area is, in effect, a bivariate mode, showing what may be regarded as the person’s interpersonal set point in the interaction. The gray areas show the patterns of deviation from this interpersonal set point.

Note that the actual patterns of variability are often quite asymmetric. Consider, for example, the density distribution for Ellis. His predominant style was strongly dominant, depicted at the top like the head of a comet; however, he tended to diverge strongly from this predominant pattern, switching periodically to a far more submissive style, shown as the tail of the comet. Note that this pattern is not at all bivariate normal. The deviations from the predominant style are mostly in just one direction (downward); indeed, these asymmetric deviations pull the centroid (denoted by the white plus sign) well below Ellis’s modal style. In response to Ellis, Gloria showed a predominantly warm–submissive style, but the deviations from this interpersonal set point are very extensive, reaching far up into dominant behavior and even straying occasionally toward greater warmth. As for Ellis, these asymmetric deviations (upward and to the right) pull Gloria’s centroid outside what is actually her modal interpersonal style in the interaction.

Unlike Ellis, Perls’s pattern of variability around his modal interpersonal style (cold–dominant) is reasonably symmetric. In response to Perls, Gloria’s pattern of variability is very distinctive. Her predominant response is near the origin (neutral in both control and affiliation), but her deviations from this set point extend diagonally very far to the upper left of the IPC (hostile–dominant). The shape of her density distribution is consistent with the strongly negative correlation found between her control and affiliation (in Table 1).

Finally, Rogers and Gloria both show a narrow range of variation on affiliation, but striking variability on control. Note that Rogers’s deviations from his warm–submissive set point are mostly upward, toward greater dominance, whereas Gloria’s deviations from her warm–dominant set point are mostly downward, toward greater submissiveness. As a result, their density distributions overlap considerably.

**Temporal Dynamics That Interrelate the Partners’ Behaviors in the Interaction**

Although the foregoing patterns of each partner’s within-person variability are quite interesting, they cannot show important temporal dynamic aspects of the interaction that crucially interrelate the partners’ behaviors. To illustrate, consider again the density plots for Ellis and Gloria with Ellis (in Figure 2). We wanted to know whether the occasions during which Ellis’s interpersonal style veers toward submissiveness are associated with the occasions during which Gloria’s interpersonal style veers toward greater dominance. Because the density plots collapse across time, they cannot provide us with this kind of information.

One way in which partners’ behaviors may be associated across the time course of the interaction concerns linear trends in each person’s level over time. Information about these linear shifts is provided in the linear regressions portion of Table 2. For example, consider control in the interaction between Ellis and Gloria. For Ellis, the intercept tells us that he began the interaction being somewhat dominant, and the slope tells us that he increased in
dominance rather steeply over the course of the interaction. This linear trend explained 24% of his variance in control. For Gloria with Ellis, her intercept tells us that she began the interaction being slightly dominant, and her slope tells us that she decreased in dominance quite steeply over the course of the interaction. This linear trend explained 16% of her variance in control. Thus, consistent with reciprocity of overall shifts in control, Ellis and Gloria moved apart in control over the course of the interaction, with Ellis becoming more dominant and Gloria more submissive. For Gloria’s sessions with Perls and with Rogers, such linear trends were much less substantial, as indicated by the small $R^2$ values.

Another way in which partners’ behaviors may be associated across the time course of the interaction is probably more impor-
Note. Avg. weighted coherence values for control indicate that levels of control between Gloria and Ellis. Note that the other average weighted coherence values for control, this pattern should yield a strong negative correlation between their moment-to-moment values. Cross-correlations are presented in the last column of Table 2, and we see that the correlation between Gloria’s and Ellis’s levels of control is a whopping −.84. This negative relation is very consistent with the principle of reciprocity of control in interpersonal theory, but here we are applying this principle at the level of moment-to-moment variations in control, not at the level of global interpersonal style (as in, e.g., Kiesler & Goldston, 1988). As shown in Table 2, the cross-correlations for control are clearly negative for the other two therapy interactions, and their relative magnitudes map consistently onto the corresponding average weighted coherence values and the time series graphs.

Table 2
Results From Linear Regressions, Spectral and Cross-Spectral Analyses, and Cross-Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Linear regressions</th>
<th>Spectral analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R²</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria w/Ellis</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>84.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>250.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria w/Perls</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>199.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perls</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>313.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria w/Rogers</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>131.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>-93.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria w/Ellis</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>147.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>116.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria w/Perls</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-46.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perls</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-50.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria w/Rogers</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>253.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>266.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Avg. = average.

a Slope is the linear change over a 10-min period.

tant for understanding interaction dynamics. As discussed previously, to the extent that the partners show cyclical or oscillating patterns of interpersonal behavior, these oscillations may become synchronized and entrained between the partners. Information about these phenomena is provided in the spectral analysis portion of Table 2. For example, consider again control in the interaction between Ellis and Gloria. The rhythmicity values for Gloria with Ellis and for Ellis tell us that both partners’ behavior in the interaction strongly tended to fall in reasonably regular cycles (specifically, once linear trends are removed, about 90% of the variance in Gloria’s control behavior and about 87% of the variance in Ellis’s control behavior are attributable to cyclical trends). Thus, there is certainly the potential that these cyclical variations could have become entrained between Gloria and Ellis. The value for average weighted coherence indexes the extent of such entrainment. This value is akin to a squared correlation and takes on values between 0 and 1. The obtained value of .75 indicates a high degree of entrainment of cyclical variations in levels of control between Gloria and Ellis. Note that the other average weighted coherence values for control indicate that Gloria and Rogers were similarly highly entrained, whereas there was much more modest entrainment between Gloria and Perls.

The average weighted coherence as an index of entrainment emerges from relatively complex statistical machinations on the data; however, the intuitive meaning of what these values capture is readily conveyed. The top panel of Figure 3 shows Gloria’s and Ellis’s moment-to-moment levels of control over the first 10 min of their interaction. (Showing the entire interaction makes the time scale too compressed to see patterns clearly.) First, note that as the rhythmicity values indicated, the moment-to-moment variations for both people are reasonably cyclical in nature; indeed, they tend to have a relatively consistent period of roughly a minute. Second, note that as the coherence value indicated, these cycles are strongly related, with peaks for one person tending to occur together with troughs for the other person. In contrast, the top panel of Figure 4, depicting moment-to-moment levels of control for Perls and Gloria, shows a less consistently entrained pattern of variation, which is consistent with the lower coherence value obtained from their interaction data. Akin to Figure 3, the top panel of Figure 5, depicting Gloria and Rogers’s moment-to-moment levels of control, shows highly entrained cycles, consistent with relatively high rhythmicity and coherence values.

An index of entrainment that is quite similar to the average weighted coherence but more intuitively approachable is the cross-correlation between the partners. Returning to the top panel of Figure 3, showing Gloria’s and Ellis’s moment-to-moment levels of control, this pattern should yield a strong negative correlation between their moment-to-moment values. Cross-correlations are presented in the last column of Table 2, and we see that the correlation between Gloria’s and Ellis’s levels of control is a whopping −.84. This negative relation is very consistent with the principle of reciprocity of control in interpersonal theory, but here we are applying this principle at the level of moment-to-moment variations in control, not at the level of global interpersonal style (as in, e.g., Kiesler & Goldston, 1988). As shown in Table 2, the cross-correlations for control are clearly negative for the other two therapy interactions, and their relative magnitudes map consistently onto the corresponding average weighted coherence values and the time series graphs.
From the cross-spectral analysis, as a supplement to the average weighted coherence, it is possible to calculate the average weighted phase. These phase values for control and for affiliation in each of the three therapy interactions are provided in Table 2. Consider first the phase values for affiliation. If the peaks in one person’s oscillations in affiliation exactly coincided with the peaks in the other person’s oscillations in affiliation, and troughs coincided with troughs, then the phase value would equal zero. In these data, positive phase values indicate that the peaks for Gloria were tending to lead the peaks for the therapist, whereas negative values indicate that peaks for the therapist were tending to lead the peaks for Gloria. The values in Table 2 are quite close to zero, but the $-0.07$ for the session between Gloria and Perls suggests that Perls tended to lead the variations in Gloria’s affiliation levels.

According to the principle of reciprocity on control, we would expect the peaks in each person’s oscillations to occur together

![Figure 3. Bivariate time series for Gloria’s (solid) and Ellis’s (dotted) control and affiliation behavior.](image)

![Figure 4. Bivariate time series for Gloria’s (solid) and Perls’s (dotted) control and affiliation behavior.](image)
with the troughs in the other person’s oscillations. In this case, the phase value would equal .50 (or –.50, which is logically equivalent, as explained earlier). This is the value obtained for the session between Gloria and Rogers, which indicates that neither was leading the other. The phase value of .46 for Gloria with Ellis, because it is .04 less than .50, suggests a slight tendency for Gloria’s peaks in control to precede the troughs for Ellis (specifically, by about 4% of a full cycle, or roughly 2.5 s). The phase value of –.46 for Gloria with Perls, because it is .04 away from –.50, suggests a slight tendency for Perls’s peaks to precede Gloria’s troughs. Although these phase values can suggest lead–lag relations between the partners, it is important not to interpret them too simplistically (Warner, 1998).

To summarize the most important findings concerning entrainment of interpersonal behavior, Ellis and Gloria showed high levels of entrainment of both control and affiliation, and Rogers and Gloria also showed fairly high levels of entrainment, particularly for control. In contrast, Perls and Gloria showed relatively low levels of entrainment for both control and affiliation. In other words, at the level of moment-to-moment variations, their session tended not to follow the interpersonal principles of oppositeness on control and sameness on affiliation. Most likely, this stemmed from an intentional strategy by Perls, in which the client’s interpersonal expectations are deliberately disconfirmed for therapeutic reasons (e.g., Beier & Valens, 1975; Carson, 1982; Kiesler, 1996). Indeed, in the filmed aftermath to the sessions, it became clear that although Gloria found Perls’s behavior frustrating, she also found the session to be intriguing and thought provoking.

Examining Windows of an Interaction

When examining graphs and results from a complete interaction, one might note patterns in the data at particular times that merit further exploration (e.g., showing marked deviations from complementarity). Furthermore, if a clinician were to recall a qualitatively key moment in an interaction, data from this window could be explored further, both graphically and statistically. In either case, these patterns and key moments can be explored by zooming into a specified segment of an interaction and examining data from this window of the interaction. Because the joystick method provides so much data (e.g., a 5-min interaction yields 600 data points), the analyses described above, among many others, can generally be applied to brief segments from an interaction. To illustrate this possibility, we examined cross-correlations for notable segments of Gloria’s interaction with each therapist to test their complementarity during these selected times.

Gloria and Ellis. This dyad exhibited the highest degree of complementarity on the affiliation dimension, with the highest cross-correlations and coherence of the three dyads. They also both tended to behave neutrally to warmly. Therefore, in examining their bivariate time series for affiliation (Figure 3), it was notable that partway through the interaction Gloria became less friendly and was rated on the cold half of the circumplex, even though ratings for Ellis generally remained warmer during this time. To examine this shift in Gloria’s affiliation, we looked at the transcript1 and data from the 450- to 550-s window:

Ellis: You’re not merely concerned, you’re overconcerned; you’re anxious. Because if you were just concerned, you’d do your best, and you’d be saying to yourself, “If I succeed, great; if I don’t succeed, tough, right now I won’t get what I want.” But you’re overconcerned,

---

1 From Three Approaches to Psychotherapy, by E. L. Shostrom. 1966, 1976, Santa Ana, CA: Psychological and Educational Films. Copyright 1966, 1976, by E. L. Shostrom. Transcript used with permission. Note that in making behaviorally anchored ratings, tone, gestures, expressions, posture, and so forth were critical. Thus, these transcripts cannot capture all of the important processes occurring in this interaction.
you’re anxious, you’re really saying again what we said a moment ago: “If I don’t get what I want right now, I’ll never get it, and that would be so awful that I’ve got to get it right now.” That causes the anxiety, doesn’t it?

Gloria: Yes, or else work towards it.

Ellis: Yes, but if you . . .

Gloria (interrupts): But if I don’t get it right now, that’s all right, but I want to feel like I’m working toward it.

Ellis: Yeah, but you want a guarantee, I hear. My trained ears hear you saying, “I would like a guarantee of working towards it.” And there are no certainties and guarantees.

Gloria: Well, no, Dr. Ellis, I don’t know why I am coming out that way. What I really mean is “I want a step toward working towards it.” I want . . .

Ellis (interrupts): Well, what’s stopping you?

Gloria: There’s something I’m doing; there’s something I’m doing not to be as real a person with these men that I’m interested in.

Ellis: That’s right. You’re defeating your own ends.

Panel A of Figure 6 shows the bivariate time series for affiliation during this segment of their session. In addition to Gloria’s low levels of friendliness during this time, cross-correlations indicate a very noncomplementary pattern of affiliation ($r = -.48$). Qualitative analysis of the transcript suggests that Ellis was presuming the extent of Gloria’s problems to be more severe and pervasive than she felt they were. It is also notable that he interrupts her during this time and asserts dominance with phrases such as “my trained ears.” Given that their session was otherwise highly complementary with regard to affiliation, a windowed analysis such as this can illuminate times when their interaction did not flow smoothly and might prove useful for evaluating client–therapist transactions in therapy.

Gloria and Perls. Therapists may employ anticomplementary patterns as a means of increasing anxiety and arousing affect. Among the therapists in this study, Perls’s behavior was the least complementary, and he often challenged Gloria. We examined complementarity during a time when Perls clearly aroused negative affect in Gloria. We chose the following window, which occurred approximately a third of the way into their interaction (data ranging from 300 to 375 s):

Perls: No, you’re a bluff. You’re a phony.

Gloria: Do you believe, are you meaning that seriously?

Perls: Yeah, if you say you’re afraid, and you laugh, and you giggle, and you squirm, it’s phony. You put on a performance for me.

Gloria: Oh, I resent that, very much.

Perls: Can you express this?

Gloria: Yes sir, I most certainly am not being phony. I will admit this: It’s hard for me to show my embarrassment, and I’m afraid to be embarrassed, but boy, I resent you calling me a “phony.” Just because I smile when I’m embarrassed or when I’m being put in a corner doesn’t mean I’m a phony.

Perls: Wonderful, thank you. You didn’t smile for the last minute.

Gloria: Well, I’m mad at you.

Perls: That’s (Gloria tries to interrupt), that’s right. You didn’t have to cover up your anger with your smile. Now in that moment, in that minute, you were not phony.
Gloria: Well, at that minute I was mad though, I wasn’t embarrassed.

Perls: Exactly, when you’re mad, you’re not a phony.

Gloria: I still resent that. I’m not a phony when I’m nervous (hits the couch).

Perls (interrupts): What is that? Again.

Gloria (hits couch): I want to get mad at you. I, I, you know what I would like to do?

Perls (mockingly interrupts): I, I, I.

Gloria: I want you on my level, so I can pick on you just as much as you are picking on me.

Perls: Okay, pick on me.

Panel B of Figure 6 shows the bivariate time series of control during this segment. Cross-correlations suggest that Gloria and Perls’s interaction was not complementary on either dimension during this time (affiliation: $r = -.03$; control: $r = .39$). Further, the cross-correlation between Gloria’s own dominance and friendliness was strongly negative ($r = -.86$) during this window, suggesting that her simultaneous movements toward increased dominance and unfriendliness were sometimes even more strongly associated than her overall cross-correlation in Table 2 suggests. These ratings are understandable given that anger projects into the cold–dominant quadrant of the IPC (McCrae & Costa, 1989), and Gloria twice states that she is “mad” during this segment.

Gloria and Rogers. We evaluated data from the following segment of Gloria’s session with Rogers, which has received prior empirical attention (e.g., Reilly & Jacobus, 2008; Weinrach, 1990) and is notably sentimental. Near the end of the session (data ranging from 1,500 to 1,690 s), Gloria and Rogers have the following interchange:

Rogers: You know perfectly within yourself a feeling that occurs when you’re really doing something that’s right for you.

Gloria: I do, I do. And I miss that feeling other times; it’s right away a clue to me.

Rogers: You can really listen to yourself sometimes and realize: “No, no, this isn’t the right feeling; this isn’t the way I would feel if I was doing what I really wanted to do.”

Gloria: But yet, many times I’ll go along and do it anyway. Say, “Oh well, I’m in the situation now, I’ll just remember next time.” Uh, I mention this word a lot in therapy, and most therapists grin at me or giggle or something when I say “utopia.” But when I do follow a feeling, and I feel this good feeling inside me, that’s sort of utopia; that’s what I mean, that’s a way I like to feel whether it’s a bad thing or a good thing. But I feel right about me. This is what I want to accomplish.

Rogers: I sense that in those utopian moments you really feel kind of whole, you feel all in one piece.

Gloria: Yeah, yeah, it gives me a choked-up feeling when you say that because I feel I don’t get that as often as I’d like. I like that whole feeling, that’s real precious to me.

Rogers: I expect none of us get it as often as we’d like, but I really do understand. Mm–hmm, that really does touch you, didn’t it?

Gloria: You know what else I was just thinking? I feel dumb saying it. (Pause) All of a sudden as I’m talking to you I thought, “Gee how nice I can talk to you, and I want you to approve of me, and I respect you, but I miss that my father couldn’t talk to me like you are.” I mean, I’d like to say, “Gee, I’d like to have you for my father.” I don’t even know why that came to me.

Rogers: You look to me like a pretty nice daughter.

Cross-correlations of the control dimension at this time suggest an especially high degree of dominance reciprocity ($r = -.84$), and examination of the bivariate time series for control (Panel C of Figure 6) indicates the presence of cycling. During this portion of the interview, as Rogers becomes more dominant, Gloria becomes more submissive, and vice versa, with these behaviors occurring in near perfect synchrony. Gloria and Rogers were also especially correspondent ($r = .44$) in their levels of friendliness during this segment. Therefore, close examination of this portion of their interview provides a window for viewing strong patterns of interpersonal complementarity, with each individual taking control and then stepping back to allow the other to take control, and mutually adjusting to one another as this process unfolds.

Discussion

We used these psychotherapy sessions with Gloria to demonstrate some of the fruitful ways in which the joystick method can be applied to psychotherapy research. Some of the phenomena revealed are very intriguing and would be difficult to capture using other methods.

With regard to our first set of research questions, the patterns of within-person variability in levels of control and affiliation were quite interesting. For example, Ellis showed a very clear predominant pattern of moderately friendly, very strongly dominant behavior, from which he periodically diverged to a markedly more submissive style. What kind of underlying mental process would yield such a pattern? One intriguing possibility is that highly dominant behavior was Ellis’s default, relatively automatic mode, and that the more submissive episodes may have been intentional overrides of this mode, in which, for example, Ellis was trying to be more collaborative. This is the kind of pattern one might see in novice therapists who are highly dominant but whose clinical supervisor has told them to be more collaborative. Effortful processing would produce the less dominant episodes, and repeated return to the more automatic default would produce the highly dominant set point.

The other density plots also tended to show patterns of variability in which there was a clear interpersonal set point, with divergences away from it in just one direction. In their asymmetry, these patterns are strikingly unlike a bivariate normal distribution. In addition, they are unlike other patterns reported in the interpersonal literature. Mainly on the basis of the study of multiple-occasion diary data, Moskowitz and Zuroff (2004) have described within-person variability in interpersonal behavior in terms of characteristics like pulse and spin, which are defined in terms of patterns of divergence from a person’s predominant interpersonal style. However, the patterns found here appear to be different from pulse and spin. For pulse, we would expect variation along a radius...
from the origin through the person’s predominant style; such a direction of variation does not characterize any of the density plots, except perhaps Perls’s. For spin, we would expect angular variation perpendicular to this radius, which also does not characterize any of the density plots well. In short, further study of the particular patterns of variation found in psychotherapy sessions should avoid preconceptions about the form these patterns may take.

The patterns of variability in interpersonal behavior shown by Gloria were remarkably different in response to the three therapists. For example, only with Perls did she show a strong inverse relation between her levels of control and affiliation. Her periodic efforts to take control and reset the nature of their interaction tended to be accompanied by striking decreases in her warmth. Indeed, comparing her behavior across the three therapists, her interpersonal variation was mainly in three different directions: with Ellis, toward greater dominance (and sometimes greater warmth); with Perls, toward greater hostile dominance; and with Rogers, toward greater submissiveness. These different patterns of variability provide striking evidence of the powerful effect of a therapist’s style on a client’s interpersonal dynamics.

With regard to our second set of research questions, the dynamic patterns interlinking the partners’ interpersonal behaviors were also quite telling. Of the greatest importance were differences in the degree of entrainment between partners’ oscillating levels of control and affiliation. Relatively high degrees of entrainment, such as those seen in the sessions with Ellis and with Rogers, probably contribute crucially to the sense of a satisfying, predictable therapeutic alliance, because the entrained variations follow the principles of interpersonal complementarity. In contrast, as mentioned earlier, the relatively low levels of entrainment in the session with Perls probably reflected a deliberate therapeutic strategy on his part, in which the client’s typical interpersonal expectations are not met or even disconfirmed. This noncomplementary strategy may be an important technique for eliciting reflection about and change in the client’s interpersonal behaviors (e.g., Carson, 1969; Kiesler, 1996; Tracey et al., 1999). In short, interpersonal strategies enacted by the therapist should show up as different patterns of dynamics in the therapy sessions, and the dynamical patterns obtained can be examined to study whether the therapist’s interventions are having the desired effects on the client’s interpersonal patterns.

As we have pointed out elsewhere (Sadler et al., 2009, Sadler, Ethier, & Woody, 2011), measuring variation in interpersonal behavior over time opens up the possibility of distinguishing multiple, and conceptually separate, levels of complementarity. In addition to the degree of complementarity of two partners’ global interpersonal styles, we can examine the complementarity of steady shifts in overall levels over the course of an interaction (Sadler & Woody, 2003), conceptualized in the present study as linear trends. For example, we can look for diverging slopes on control, as found here for Gloria and Ellis. Possibly of even greater importance, we can also examine the complementarity of cyclical variations in interpersonal behavior. For example, are one person’s oscillations in control attuned to the other person’s oscillations in control? As found in the present study, cycles that are opposite in phase (peaks in one person going together with troughs in the other person) are consistent with the interpersonal principle of oppositeness on control, but the degree of such entrainment varied strikingly across the various psychotherapy interactions.

In addition to allowing us to examine the foregoing kinds of interpersonal dynamics, the computer joystick method has some interesting advantages as a way of measuring global interpersonal style. In particular, it provides a careful and thorough sampling of interpersonal behavior from moment to moment across the entire course of the interaction. Aggregating across this time sampling avoids several possible shortcomings of techniques that rely on retrospection at the conclusion of the interaction. For example, at the conclusion of an interaction, raters may tend to remember better the acts that were consistent with their overall view of the person, or the acts that stood out to them for any reason (e.g., because they were emotional, unexpected, significant, or the like), or the acts that occurred first or last (Kahneman, 2011; Stone & Shiffman, 1994). Thus, an advantage to using the joystick method to measure global interpersonal style is that ratings are made directly and immediately while the interaction is being viewed, limiting error attributable to recall effects.

Comparison With Act-to-Act Relations and Other Statistical Methods

As mentioned earlier, a novel aspect of the computer joystick method is that it captures interaction dynamics as reasonably continuous flows. An approach that is more familiar to many researchers involves segmenting each partner’s stream of behavior into a sequence of discrete acts and then studying time-lagged relations of one person’s behaviors to the other person’s. This method has proven to be very generative in previous research on psychotherapy process (e.g., Lichtenberg & Heck, 1986; Tracey, 1985; Wampold, 1986; Wampold & Kim, 1989). The general assumption underlying much of this work is that a relation found with a time lag supports the hypothesis that one person’s behavior was leading or driving the other person’s behavior. In the cross-spectral analyses of the time-series data from the joystick method, the average weighted phase is analogous to the time lag in the act-to-act approach. Phase indexes the degree of displacement from one person’s peaks to the other person’s peaks, which could readily be expressed as a time lag.

However, it is important to point out that the presence of oscillations in interpersonal behavior (as indicated by the high rhythmicity values in this study) tends to radically transform the possible meaning of a time-lagged relation. To illustrate, consider a case in which two people’s behaviors have exactly the same frequency and are exactly in phase. With a time lag of 0, this would yield a correlation of 1. As we increasingly lag one person behind the other, the correlation drops to 0 and then reverses in sign. When the time lag is long enough that peaks for one person are paired with the lagged troughs for the other person, the correlation reaches –1. With further increasing lags, the correlation heads back to 0 and then reaches 1 again. Real data would be more complex, with multiple frequencies superimposed and varying amplitudes (heights of the peaks). Under these conditions, interpreting the fluctuating values of the various lagged correlations can be very challenging.

Moreover, the presence of oscillations in behavior has important conceptual implications. One is that the future value of a fairly consistently oscillating behavior can be anticipated well ahead of
time. This means that the causes of a later behavior can occur long before the immediately preceding behavior. In addition, oscillations are consistent with circular causality, in which the partners are in a feedback loop and neither can be said to be driving the obtained pattern. In short, with oscillating behaviors such as those evident in these therapy interactions, time-lagged relations need to be interpreted with caution.

In this article, we mostly focused on the spectral and cross-spectral analysis of the time-series data obtained with the joystick method. However, joystick data are very well suited to other promising statistical approaches, such as dynamic systems analyses (Boker, 2002; Boker & Wenger, 2007; Salvatore & Tschacher, 2012). These possibilities provide a rich vein for further exploration.

**Conclusion**

This study demonstrates the utility of measuring momentary interpersonal processes in psychotherapy and provides a step towards more accurate measurement of interpersonal process. The fine-grained level of analysis outlined in this study has the potential to augment current research on meaningful psychological processes as they occur within therapy sessions. Hill, Nutt, and Jackson (1994) noted the relative infrequency with which the same measure of process is used in multiple studies. One explanation for this may be that measures used to study particular constructs or techniques that are more prominent in particular therapy orientations are less likely to be used by researchers with differing interests and orientations. An advantage of the IPC is that it is reasonably trans-theoretical and hence could allow for increased communication regarding therapy processes across various research paradigms (Hopwood, 2010).

As technological advances allowing for the collection and measurement of psychological data continue to advance, research that focuses on dynamic processes will play an increasingly important and sophisticated role in psychotherapy research. Some types of disorders, such as borderline personality disorder, may be characterized by distinctive cyclical patterns, and these patterns, as well as changes in them due to psychotherapy, could be captured using the methods advanced here (Pincus & Hopwood, 2012). In addition, questions regarding the degree to which interpersonal processes coalesce and diverge across different therapies are highly amenable to investigation using the methods advanced in this article. Furthermore, using these methods to investigate interpersonal processes in psychotherapy may be informative for specifying the conditions under which particular intervention techniques are most likely to be effective. Finally, the joystick method could also be used in the training and supervision of psychotherapists, as outlined in Pincus et al. (in press).
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